EGAN GLASS
With a commitment to craftsmanship and innovation, Egan offers the finest range of glass markerboards, mobiles, table dividers and presentation cabinets. Our glass products are built to stimulate creativity, encourage the sharing of ideas and facilitate great innovations all while seamlessly adding beauty to the workspace.

Featured: 3 linked 60” x 48” GlassWrite with EganINK graphic on left wall. GlassWrite Color with company logo on center wall. 3 GlassWrite Envoy installed with stanchion mount on right wall.
The GlassWrite product line offers a range of professional grade and customizable solutions to transform the way you work. Egan GlassWrite is built from a guaranteed-to-clean, crystal clear, low iron tempered safety glass (Vitro Starphire® or Pilkington OptiWhite®). GlassWrite comes in a variety of thicknesses, ranging from 4mm to 6mm.

**GLASSWRITE**

1/4” (6mm) frameless, tempered glass with polished edges, Egan GlassWrite boards are available as clear or frosted, with cleat or stanchion mounts.

**GLASSWRITE COLORS**

Bring color to your workplace with elegant GlassWrite Color glass markerboards. Featuring GlassWrite standard 1/4” (6mm) thick tempered clear glass and polished edges, the Egan Infinite Color Palette allows you to specify one of the 1,050 standard colors, or a solid color of your choice.

**GLASSWRITE MAG**

Experience all the benefits of GlassWrite Colors with the added capability of magnet compatibility. GlassWrite MAG is 5/32” (4mm) thick backpainted glass bonded to steel, installed with cleat mounts for a secure, clean finish.
Create a stunning impression with an expansive glass wall - ideal for large boardrooms, high traffic and high impact areas.

A rubber extrusion is installed behind the glass, linking GlassWrite panels together. This provides a cushion to absorb any contact between the panels and prevents chipping of the glass.

Only 1/8" gap
The industries tightest glass seam
Make an impactful statement with Egan Glass. GlassWrite LINXX expands your coverage and opens up the possibilities for large format glass. With the industries tightest seam of a 1/8” gap, GlassWrite LINXX creates the impression of a continuous glass expanse.

Like all Egan Glass, choose from over 1,000 standard glass colors with the Egan Infinite Palette or specify a design, printed with EganINK for a truly unique installation.
GLASSWRITE TABLESCREEN

Ideal for minimalistic, open workplace concepts, the GlassWrite TableScreen is a frameless table divider designed with a single piece of clear or frosted glass. The TableScreen is 1/2” thick and offers a variety of table-agnostic mounting options.

GLASSWRITE LUMENS TABLESCREEN

GlassWrite Lumens are base lit with high-efficiency LED lighting to rim the 1/2” thick low-iron glass. The optical effect gives an ethereal, gemstone quality.

GLASSWRITE BOXCORE TABLESCREEN

GlassWrite Boxcore TableScreen feature a 5/32” (4mm) low iron safety glass for brilliant color clarity. Built with Boxcore construction - a clear anodized aluminum 1 1/8” (29mm) frame with an ultra-thin bezel.

GLASSWRITE TABLESCREEN

Ideal for minimalistic, open workplace concepts, the GlassWrite TableScreen is a frameless table divider designed with a single piece of clear or frosted glass. The TableScreen is 1/2” thick and offers a variety of table-agnostic mounting options.
GLASSWRITE PRODUCT LINE

GLASSWRITE ENVOY

Ideal for high traffic workplace environments and hospital patient rooms, GlassWrite Envoy is a dynamic format in which to showcase information, artwork, charts, images, branding and other signage needs. The lightweight boards make it easy to replace information without tampering with the installation. Specify GlassWrite Envoy with stanchion or cleat mount. Cleat mount installation provides magnet compatibility.

GLASSWRITE SHAPES

Get your GlassWrite presentation board in a unique, personalized shape. Boards are mounted with stanchions, and can be in color or with EganINK.

GLASSWRITE BOXCORE MOBILE

Kickstart your ideas just about anywhere with a portable dry erase presentation board, GlassWrite Boxcore Mobile. The mobile features a Boxcore frame design (see page 12), which gives a high degree of stability when moving and writing.
EganAero is easy to install, easy to move and easy to uninstall, EganAero is a lightweight, pristine surface at only 1mm thick. With a magnetic backer installation this ultra sleek board appears to be one with the wall while providing the opportunity to take your ideas with you.

EganAero Hover provides all the benefits of EganAero but with an alternate install method that sits 5/16” (7.3mm) from the wall for a distinct hover appearance.

In Boxcore configuration, the glass thinness is 1mm installed in a 3/4” (19mm) deep frame. The glass board has an ultra-thin bezel that sits flush on the wall.
The world's thinnest, lightest, glass markerboard. EganAero features a glass thinness of 1mm and 2mm when installed on the wall. Its pristine appearance is supported by a scratch resistant and guaranteed-to-clean surface. EganAero uses the same high technology glass used in smartphones for a professional grade quality.
BOXCORE

A leader in industrial frame design, Egan Boxcore technology provides a rigid frame for foolproof stability when writing or moving the presentation board. Boxcore has an ultra-thin bezel and frame thickness of 1 1/8” (29mm) thick. Frames are constructed from a clear anodized aluminum with depths of 19mm and 29mm.

ARCHITRAVE

Inspired by the success of Egan Boxcore technology, Architrave is a design family that brings the outdoors in, adding an earthy, modern appeal to your space. Architrave products are distinguished by a sturdy, 1 1/8” (29mm) oak wood frame that is finished with a thin bezel edge of 1/4” (6mm). Architrave can be specified in Markerboard, Mobile or TableScreen format all available with 4 oak stains: Light Oak, Medium Oak, Dark Oak, and Black Oak.
GLASS CABINETS PRODUCT LINE

A modern take on Egan's original 1967 invention, GlassWrite and EganAero presentation cabinets are stunning clean additions to today's office. All Egan glass cabinets feature a fully dry-erase glass front and EVS interior, both guaranteed-to-clean.

EGANWRITE CABINET

Dry-erase and guaranteed-to-clean, GlassWrite cabinets are built with low-iron tempered safety glass for high optical clarity, high light transmission, and reduced tint. These cabinets feature a durable Boxcore technology frame, and come with single or double doors. Cabinets are NeoMagnet compatible, so you can store more than just ideas. Specify your GlassWrite Cabinet with custom size, color from Infinite Palette or custom color.

EGANAERO CABINET

Clean lines and the world's thinnest, lightest, toughest, clearest glass make EganAero Cabinets the ultimate modern presentation cabinets. Like GlassWrite Cabinets, EganAero cabinets are dry-erase and guaranteed-to-clean. They feature Boxcore's durable technology frame and are available in variety of standard and custom finishes. EganAero Cabinets accept both standard and NeoMagnet accessories on the door front, interior and body.
EGAN INFINITE PALETTE

Take customization to new levels of coordination. Match and coordinate your Egan glass markerboard, mobile, table-top or TableScreen with 1,050 colors at no extra charge. Custom colors are also available.

GLASS COLOR MATCHING

We understand the influence color can have when designing your space. Whether you are trying to coordinate colors with your furnishing or aiming to set a specific mood or tone in your space, Egan makes it possible to match nearly any color. simply select from Pantone, RAL, or other industry standard fan deck or create your own by sending Egan a color sample to match.

EGANINK | INSPIRE CREATIVITY AND PRODUCTIVITY

Create even more powerful and functional pieces by adding EganINK to your next Egan order. EganINK is a high-resolution printing service that enhances your Egan products with visual and communication tools.

CUSTOMIZATION

We know your space isn't the same as everyone else’s, and your glass boards don't have to be either. Whether you need to build around existing infrastructure, cover large wall space, or simply implement your own aesthetic, Egan will help find a solution.
When you specify Egan glass, you are specifying more than just a blank canvas. Egan specializes in productivity enhancing glassboards designed to facilitate creativity and inspiration.

Featured: 48”w x 60”h GlassWrite Boxcore mobile backpainted grey, 120” x 60” GlassWrite backpainted white installed as cleat mounted, 36” x 24” GlassWrite Boxcore installed with standing rigging.
We facilitate creativity, promote the sharing and capturing of ideas while seamlessly and beautifully complementing the existing workspace. We inspire the minds today, that will inspire the future. We are the blank canvas that gives life to the beginning of an idea

We offer a wide range of well-designed, productivity enhancing products that can be configured and sourced as either self-standing or integrated for a systematic solution that enhance and complement the people, the assets within the work space and provide a blank canvas for ideas to spark.